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Summary Statistics
Summary Statistcs

District Average Age Percent Female Share Employed Share of Students

Industrialnyi 33 0.57 0.70 0.15

Kholodnohorskyi 32 0.57 0.69 0.18

Kyivskyi 35 0.56 0.69 0.18

Nemyshlianskyi 33 0.59 0.72 0.13

Novobavarskyi 34 0.58 0.67 0.15

Osnovyanskyi 33 0.58 0.71 0.13

Saltivskyi 33 0.56 0.71 0.14

Shevchenkivskyi 33 0.54 0.75 0.15

Slobidsky 33 0.55 0.73 0.13

Miscellaneous 31 0.63 0.55 0.25

Initial Analysis Correlation Analysis 
(Ed Glaeser, Harvard University)

QUESTIONNAIRE 
16,000+ Citizens Replied: Social, Housing, Neighbourhood, Transport, City-Wide

Satisfaction summary

Satisfaction with the area – by neighborhood
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smaller entrepreneurs who sell for the local market. All of these are the primarily human assets 
that need to be cultivated and strengthened if Kharkiv is to be reborn.  

 

The Kharkiv University Cluster 

Kharkiv’s strong cluster of educational and research entities present three different tools for 
strengthening the region’s economy. First, external funding for education and research from 
Ukraine, the European Union and the global donor community all provide direct sources of 
revenue and employment for the city. Second, attracting students provides revenues directly. 
As some of these students may stay in the region, they provide secondary benefits, including 
being potential entrepreneurs and skilled employers. Third, universities can be the center for a 
technological business cluster. The University of Cambridge and Stanford University provide 
two particularly successful examples of universities that have powered thriving technological 
economies.  

Traditionally, tuition fees have funded about 30 percent of the costs of higher education in 
Ukraine (Erfort, Erfort and Zabarzskaya, 2016). The remainder has come through public funds 
allotted to the universities, although spending per pupil remains low. In additional to direct 
funding of schools, there is also a modest amount of additional public funding provided through 
the National Academy of Sciences of Ukraine and, since 2018, the National Research 
Foundation of Ukraine (Scheirmeier, 2019).  

While Ukrainian researchers have been allowed to compete on an equal footing with European 
Union researchers in the EU’s Horizon 2020 Programme, as of 2019, Ukrainian researchers had 
received less than 20 million Euros in funding from that program. By contrast, Poland and 
Romania had received over 100 million Euros each. The European Research Council has never 
given an award to a Ukrainian scientist (Scheirmeier, 2019). Since the Soviet era, Ukrainian 
science has weakened in relative terms both because of an exodus of Ukrainian scientists and 
because equipment has not been well funded.  

It is not our place to recommend more Ukrainian spending on research or education. Ukraine 
has dire needs and incremental research funding may not be the best way to address the 
country’s priorities. Nonetheless, it is worth making five points about national spending on 
higher education and its relation to the future of Kharkiv.  

First, education is a well-spring for both wealth and technological sophistication. These are two 
crucial ingredients in the future security of Ukraine, which is why the state has a strong, 
ongoing need to fund education. Second, there is a case for doing more funding through a peer-
review process. It is the better scientists who are at the most risk of leaving the country, and 
financing systems that reward scientific excellence will do the most to mitigate that risk and 
encourage scientific effort. Third, not all forms of education have the same benefits to the 
economy and national security of Ukraine. The country needs to evaluate its different schools 
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master plan should be seen as playing a vital role in the economic future of the city by ensuring 
that the city is an attractive home for talented people.  

Cities become dynamic when they unleash their entrepreneurs and attract individuals who 
contribute to the future. Consequently, empowering current or future residents to start 
businesses and expand the potential of existing activities is vital. Creating vibrant urban spaces, 
which contain restaurants, cafes, and other entertainment venues, is another sensible element 
of improving the lives of locals while attracting and retaining highly mobile individuals and 
businesses to locate in Kharkiv. Attracting talent also requires that Kharkiv takes steps to 
reduce the downsides of density, including traffic congestion, crime, and housing costs.  

A large empirical literature now links human capital and urban success. The literature on human 
capital externalities that follows Rauch (1993) documents a strong link between average 
education levels and earnings. Moretti (2003), for example, finds that as the share of adults in 
metropolitan area with a college degree increases by ten percentage points, individual earnings 
also increase by almost ten percent holding the individual’s own years of schooling constant. 
Notably, Moretti specifically documents that the presence in a city of a historic center for 
higher education (“land grant colleges”) is associated with highly educated people and higher 
earnings, again controlling for years of education. Better educated neighbors means more 
potential employers, customers or just sources of new information.  

Earnings also typically increase with city population, which provides another justification for 
trying to attract people to come or return to Kharkiv. A parallel literature following Glaeser, 
Scheinkman and Shleifer (1995) documents a strong link between the initial schooling level of a 
city and the subsequent employment and population growth in that city. These facts have been 
documented in many countries, and the link between education and urban success is stronger 
in the developing world (Chauvin et al., 2016).  

The academic literature has focused on the role of formal education largely because of data 
availability, but informal skills are surely just as important. Chinitz (1961) emphasized the 
importance of New York City’s culture of entrepreneurship in explaining why that city was 
proving so much more resilient than many midwestern places, such as Pittsburg. Measures of 
entrepreneurship, such as the share of employment in small enterprises or startups, strongly 
predict subsequent employment at the local level, even controlling for a bevy of regional and 
industrial characteristics (Glaeser, Kerr and Kerr, 2015).  

Before the invasion, Kharkiv was endowed with several important sources of talent. Most 
importantly, it housed a remarkable concentration of top universities including Kharkiv National 
University, the National Technical University, Kharkiv National University of Economics and 
Kharkiv National University of Radioelectonics. It also has significant independent research 
institutes such as the Kharkiv Institute of Physics and Technology. Kharkiv also has major 
industrial enterprises such as Kharton and Turboatom, the Antonov aircraft craft and Malyshev 
equipment factory. The city has a large number of information technology workers, and many 
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Section III of this report focuses on Green Kharkiv. Rebuilding back with greener infrastructure 
and a stronger focus on climate emissions is both intrinsically sensible and also likely to appeal 
to the European donor community. The European Bank for Reconstruction and Development 
(EBRD) has a Green Cities Programme, which directly funds “sustainable infrastructure” 
investments. Future policy changes are likely to increase demand for greener manufacturing 
and agriculture, which provide possible export strategies for 21st century Kharkiv. It is 
particularly natural to promote an academic focus on innovation in this area and to see Kharkiv 
as a green technology knowledge hub.  

In Section IV, we focus on 21st century infrastructure, which requires more than just 
sustainability. Kharkiv’s location only becomes an asset if transport links are rebuilt and 
improved. Ukraine did well in procurement practices, as measured by the World Bank Doing 
Business Survey, but there is still room for procurement innovation to improve efficiency and 
reduce corruption. New technologies, such as autonomous trucks, can benefit from 
complementary infrastructure. There is a great opportunity to focus on institutional 
improvements that embrace cost-benefit analysis and strong incentives for maintenance. In 
some cases, public-private partnership may be appropriate.  

Finally, we have titled Section V “Singapore in Slobozhanshchyna,” to suggest the type of urban 
transformation that could help Kharkiv to build back better. This section focuses on attracting 
outside investors, by increasing public efficiency, embracing the fight against corruption and 
waste, and improving the rule of law. Section V reinforces Section II’s emphasis on better 
permitting processes for new businesses. In this section, we also describe the potential for 
business clusters, such as incubator spaces near the university. Businesses that make heavy use 
of certain inputs could also cluster in zones that specialize in providing those inputs. We do not 
see a case for giving tax cuts to particular businesses, but rather an imperative to provide a 
level playing field that is as attractive as possible for all enterprises.  

We do not mean this report to single out Kharkiv as a Ukrainian city that should be the subject 
of exclusive attention. Even though it is the largest city in East Ukraine and at the end of the 
War is likely to have borne a greater cost than any comparable city, the entire country is under 
attack and rebuilding will need to happen almost everywhere. Our hope is that by showing 
what can be achieved in Kharkiv, we will help spark a dialog for discussing the reconstruction of 
Ukraine and the futures of its many cities.   

 

II. Kharkiv and the Battle over Global Talent  

The future of Kharkiv depends on its ability to attract and retain talented people. Urban 
economic success is built on human capital, which includes skills taught in the classroom and on 
city streets. The University of Kharkiv and Kharkiv’s other educational institutions should play a 
particularly central role in this task, but an attractive and inviting city is also critical. Hence the 
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infrastructure. Indeed, one of our objectives in writing this report is to help provide some 
guidance for what forms of aid will provide the highest return for the region and its people.  

Kharkiv had substantial strengths that, with international support, will be able to help the city 
build back better after the war. Perhaps most importantly, Kharkiv has strong educational 
infrastructure, including the University of Kharkiv, which is an academic institution with a global 
reputation. Institutions of higher learning provide direct economic benefits by attracting 
students who both pay for their education and provide demand for local services. Universities 
also provide indirect benefits by serving as incubators for innovative, idea-oriented 
entrepreneurs. The city’s schools train and anchor Kharkiv’s relatively skilled labor force.  

Kharkiv also has a rich cultural, historical, and industrial legacy, reflected in buildings, such as 
the Dormition Cathedral, and enterprises, such as the Malyshev Factory, which once produced 
the world-famous T-34 tanks. Maxim Gorky Central Park is one of the city’s many historic 
amenities. While there will be much rebuilding to do after the war, there are solid bones in the 
city.  

Kharkiv’s location is an asset in peacetime, but a problem as long as conflict with Russia 
continues, as proximity to Russia makes the city a natural target during wartime. Its historical 
closeness to Russia and rail and road links to Moscow and St. Petersburg mean it has been seen 
as a gateway to Russia, both economically and in other respects, such as in provision of 
educational services to Russians. With the war, there now is an urgent need to reorient 
Kharkiv’s economy, infrastructure and educational system to Europe and the West.  

The need to reorient Kharkiv’s and the entire Ukrainian economy towards the West has been 
dramatically accelerated by the war. This westpolitik needs to be a central consideration in all 
reconstruction efforts and has significant implications for infrastructure. It also should 
accelerate the reshaping of the regulatory and governance environment, which we believe 
needs to be set on an urgent path towards alignment with European Union standards as well as 
the economic and investment opportunities offered by unfettered access to Europe.  

Outline 

The body of this report is organized into four major sections. Section II discusses Kharkiv’s 
battle to retain and attract global talent. Human capital is the ultimate source of urban success, 
and consequently, future investments must be focused on mobile workers. As Kharkiv is on the 
frontline, close to the Russian border, the heightened threat of future warfare as well as the 
extent of current destruction will limit the appeal of the city. A master plan for a rebuilt city 
crafted by one of the world’s great architects is one element in the battle for talent. Investing in 
the University is a second major part of the strategy. Speedy business permitting for enterprises 
that make the city more exciting, including amenity-providers such as restaurants and cafes, 
can be a third strategy, especially if it is coupled with a focus on reducing the downsides of 
density, which include both crime and traffic congestion.  
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Urban Rebirth: Economic Considerations for Reconstruction in Kharkiv and Ukraine 

by  

Edward Glaeser and Ian Goldin1 

 

Preliminary Rough Draft, Not for Quotation or Citation 

 

15 August 2022 

 

I. Introduction 

 

As we write this report, shells continue to batter Kharkiv and its environs, as they do many 
cities and villages across Ukraine. The course of the war remains uncertain, and it is unclear 
how long it will last and to what extent Kharkiv and other cities in Ukraine will be further 
damaged. The Mayor of Kharkiv is nevertheless committed to a better future for his city and 
has reached out to Lord Norman Foster to imagine how this may be achieved. Lord Foster has 
asked us to focus on the economic aspects of this vision. This document represents our 
aspirational hopes for post-conflict Kharkiv and provides a model for considering the economic 
dimensions of reconstruction which we hope will be broadly applicable throughout Ukraine.  

Kharkiv is among many of the Ukrainian cities and towns that have been destroyed and 
damaged by Russia. By focusing on Kharkiv as a pilot we hope to provide insights which have 
wider implications for Ukraine.  It will be up to the Ukrainian leadership to determine the 
priorities and allocate resources nationally for the reconstruction of their country.  The 
dimensions we cover will be of varying significance in different parts of Ukraine, and the 
analysis of each city needs to be rooted in its historic, social and economic foundations and to 
be informed by local as well as national concerns and priorities. Nevertheless, we believe that 
the lessons from our analysis of Kharkiv have broader resonance.  

 In thinking about what is possible, we assume that when the war is over Kharkiv will remain an 
integral part of Ukraine, close to the Russian border and devastated by the conflict. We will also 
assume that substantial international aid will be available to rebuild the city and its 

 
1 Glaeser is the Fred and Eleanor Glimp Professor of Economics at Harvard University.  Goldin is 
Professor of Globalization and Development at the University of Oxford.  The views in this paper are 
those of the authors and should not be attributed to their universities or any other institution or 
individual.    
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 UNECE Commitee on Urban Development, Land and Housing, San Marino - October 2022Norman Foster Foundation



 MIT City Science Summit, Boston, USA - October 2022 Norman Foster Foundation



 Meeting between Mayor Terekhov and Lord Foster, Ukraine - December 2022 Norman Foster Foundation



Press Conference at Karazin University, Kharkiv, Ukraine - February 2022 Norman Foster Foundation
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• 3 meetings between Norman Foster and Mayor Terekhov.

• 21 coordination meetings with the UN, Kharkiv City Council, Arup and additional experts.

• Meetings with local experts:

 -  3 working sessions with Local Architects

 -  3 working sessions on Transportation (2 with locals & 1 with Arup)

 -  2 meetings with City Council Communications team on Public Participation

• 10 meetings with Arup (including consultations with Tranport Engineer and Reconstruction expert)

• Participation and presentation on the 3 celebrated UN4 Kharkiv Task Force bi-montlhy.

• 3 meetings with potential Donors and Financial Institutios (2 with EBRD & 1with Donors)

• 5 meetings with the MIT City Science Group on the future Science Neighbourhood for Kharkiv.

• 2 meetings with Advisory Board Science Park expert to discuss the pilot project approach.

• 3 meetings with DBOX (1 with NFF, 1 with wider team and 1 with local architects)

• Meeting with One-works team to explain the research and work developed for Kharkiv’s Masterplan.

Work with Local and International Experts

United Nations 2nd Forum of Mayors - Mayor Ihor Terekhov asks Lord Norman Foster 
for help with Future Kharkiv Masterplan

Kick-off Meeting between UNECE, Mayor Terekhov, Norman Foster, Kharkiv City 
Council, Norman Foster Foundation, Edward Glaeser, and Ian Goldin to discuss project 
ambitions and strategy

Incorporation of Arup engineering to masterplan core team and creation of masterplan 
Advisory Board

First meeting between Norman Foster and Kharkiv Architects Group to discuss Kharkiv’s 
future vision

Creation of Public Participation Questionnaire for Kharkiv citizens

First face to face meeting at NFF Headquarters between Kharkiv City Council, Kharkiv 
Architects Group, UNECE, Arup, and Norman Foster Foundation team to present initial 
research and analysis on Kharkiv

Edward Glaeser and Ian Goldin’s Report: Economic Considerations for Reconstruction 
in Kharkiv and Ukraine

San Marino UNECE 83rd session Committee on Urban Development, Housing and Land 
Management at San Marino to present masterplan’s pilot project approach

MIT City Science Summit at MIT Media Lab to present Kharkiv masterplan vision and 
Science Neighbourhood pilot project

Vision phase conclusion and sign-off meeting between UNECE, Kharkiv City Council, 
Kharkiv Architects Group, Arup and Norman Foster Foundation

Development of vision phase summary document to share with Kharkiv citizens, experts 
and international community

April 4-5  

April 18  

April 25 

May 27  

June 2  
 
June 20   
 

August 15  

October 3-7

October 27-28

November 16

December

Key Milestones
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To preserve the architectural authenticity of the historic part of Kharkiv following the historic 
reference plan; to reserve and revive the city’s historical and architectural heritage, creating additional 
places of attraction for citizens and tourists within its borders. Furthermore, all planning decisions 
should be made based on the updated Historical and Architectural Plan. Therefore, new solutions and 
modern renovation methods within the city’s historic areas should become a logical continuation of 
the existing construction scale (scope) and spatial environment. 

Kharkiv is the second largest city in Ukraine. It has the official status of a historic city, which, according to the 
Law of Ukraine, sets special requirements for its historical and architectural heritage.

5. Historical and architectural heritage

4.1. Kharkiv fortress of the 17th century

4.2,. 4.3. & 4.4. Plans of Kharkiv in 1741, 1785, 1838

Kharkiv has about 1,200 architectural, historical, and cultural monuments covering the period from the 17th 
to the 20th centuries, as well as archeology monuments from older periods.

The historical and architectural framework of the city is based on the planning of the street network of 
its central part, developed in the XVII-XIX centuries, the system of historical and architectural dominants, 
which are primarily temples and other high-rise buildings of the past. The core part of the valuable historical 
buildings is concentrated within the old city and has a very dense concentration.

4.5. The scheme of the concentration of valuable historical and architectural construction of neighborhoods of the 
historical center

The natural reserve fund of the city has 16 (sixteen) objects with a total area of 1550 hectares, protected by 
law. For various reasons, the city still needs complete information that would allow for keeping records of 
the historical and architectural heritage at the scientific level and its protection following existing European 
requirements. This issue is especially relevant now, given the damage and destruction caused by the russian 
federation’s military actions during the war it unleashed against Ukraine. 

No less important is to convey to the world and, in particular, the European community information about 
the little-known in the West — the layer of Ukrainian culture, which for many centuries has closely developed 
with the culture of Europe and the world. The historical and architectural monuments of Kharkiv evidence 
this. To this end, it is necessary to develop a program for the preservation, restoration, and revitalization of 
the historical heritage of Kharkiv and an e-catalog of architectural monuments of the city and the region. 
Kharkiv is the capital of Ukrainian modernist architecture of the 20s-40s of the 20th century. The building of 
Derzhprom is included in the preliminary list of objects of global significance. 

Historical and cultural, including architectural, heritage is a source of shaping and growth of an individual, 
society, or ethnic group and an inexhaustible repository of historical memory. Therefore, it is crucial to 
consider it as an essential factor in the sustainable life of Kharkiv residents; and the subject of unconditional 
protection of the historical part of the city and its architectural authenticity. At the end of the day, all this will 
contribute to the self-identification of the citizens. 
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2. Rivers

Kharkiv has four rivers with varying widths and riverbank contexts. Through the redesign of a selected 
river locations in the city, Kharkiv will have a strategy to transform its rivers into high quality public 
spaces that will serve as ecological corridors, promoting a walking and cycling strategy for the city. The 
original purpose of the city’s rivers as communication and natural arteries will be recovered.

Conclusions extracted from Dornier and Kharkiv City Council transportation study:

• Private Cars  “Further increase in car ownership”
   “Rapid development of car-oriented mobility”

• Bicycle  “Lack of bicycle infrastructure”
   “Only 1-2% use bicycle as a way to move”

• Walking  “Walking mobility holds a significant share in the overall structure of movement, 28%”

1

Project Length on 
Kharkiv River: 4km

Project Length on 
Nemyshlya River: 2km

4342

It is proposed to combine several spaces and territories:

• Dividing lanes of Heroyiv Kharkova, Haharina, and Nauky avenues. It is necessary to dismantle solid 
fences, replace them with mature trees, and add bicycle lanes to the sidewalk.

• The areas of enterprises that ceased their operations and are not involved in the spatial planning due 
to the changes in modern production (transition from the industrial to the post-industrial era) and the 
devastating consequences of russian military aggression. It is proposed to use these areas to develop 
landscape parks, such as the Duisburg-Nord Park (Landschaftspark Duisburg-Nord). 

• City hospital parks are also considered a development resource. Therefore, they should be accessible to 
all residents and can become part of the common environmental framework, including public bicycle 
and pedestrian routes.

• Manor plots (private sector land plots) that occupy 70% of the city’s territory, which are an integral part 
of the city’s green spaces. The construction of intra-district roads, network modernization, and bicycle 
routes can turn these territories into an essential part of the environmental framework.

See the list and description in annex 8

As part of the general concept, a section of the Kharkiv River from the Zhuravlivskyi reservoir to the Heroyiv 
Kharkova avenue was selected as a pilot project. This section of the river is interesting in that it “meets” 
with residential developments, parks and industrial areas, combining various functional areas with a green 
framework.

8.2. Green framework — filling

10. Factories and production

To carry out an inventory of industrial zones by defining the vector of development of enterprises or 
replacing the functional purpose of the sites. To facilitate the transition of industries to new forms of 
small research-intensive enterprises while involving the research potential of the city. (For example, 
the re-equipment of an aircraft plant into a small aircraft hub and a factory for the production of 
drones; the re-equipment of the Kharkiv Tractor Plant for the production of small farm tractors and 
other related agricultural products and the IT sector.)

There has long been substantial experience modernizing such territories in international practice. Therefore, 
the most practical experience in reconstructing this environment is functional project solutions that reject 
complex practical approaches. The individual approach to each such area allows for the use of these areas’ 
potential to the maximum. In implementing each project, complex studies are conducted, considering 
architectural and urban planning, cultural and historical, socio-economic, and other contexts.

There has long been substantial experience modernizing such territories in international practice. Therefore, 
the most practical experience in reconstructing this environment is functional project solutions that reject 
complex practical approaches. The individual approach to each such area allows for the use of these areas’ 
potential to the maximum. In implementing each project, complex studies are conducted, considering 
architectural and urban planning, cultural and historical, socio-economic, and other contexts.

9.1. A pattern (scheme): Factories, production, and housing
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HERITAGE

RIVERS

INDUSTRY

PARKS

HOUSING
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HERITAGE
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5000 Homes  280 Schools  77 Hospitals  1800 Offices  60 Cultural
Norman Foster Foundation



REBUILD DESTROYED HERITAGE
“KHARKIV ARCHITECTS GROUP”
IMPROVE PUBLIC SPACES
“KHARKIV SUSTAINABLE TRANSPORT REPORT”

CREATE NEW LANDMARK
“MAYOR OF KHARKIV”
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DERZHPROM at Freedom Square. 1928. Serafimov, Kravets, Felger. Norman Foster Foundation



Regional Administration Building Transformation at Freedom Square Norman Foster Foundation
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COMMUTING
Main Mode of Transport in Daily Use

Metro - 35%

Tram, Bus, Trolleybys - 30%

Car - 20%

Walking - 12%

Cycle - 3%
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Private Cars Bicycle Walking

“Further increase in car ownership”
“Rapid development of car-oriented 
mobility” 

“Lack of bicycle infrastructure”
“Only 1-2% use bicycle as a way to move”

“Walking mobility holds a significant share 
in the overall structure of movement, 28%”

Norman Foster Foundation





TRANSFORM RIVERBANKS
GREEN AND BLUE NATURE CORRIDORS 

PEDESTRIAN AND BIKING PATHS
CREATE CITY-WIDE NETWORK

“KHARKIV ARCHITECTS + ARUP”
Norman Foster Foundation
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Project Length on 
Kharkiv River: 4km

Project Length on 
Nemyshlya River: 2km
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20%
URBAN AREA

HEAVY
INDUSTRY
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ARE YOU SATISFIED WITH 
THE QUALITY OF THE 
HOUSE YOU LIVE IN?

Very satisfiedVery satisfied

SatisfiedSatisfied

NormalNormal

UnsatisfiedUnsatisfied

Very unsatisfiedVery unsatisfied

ARE YOU SATISFIED WITH 
THE NEIGHBOURHOOD YOU 
LIVE IN?

25.6%

46.8%

22.6%

26%67%

39.9%

27.1% 21.5%

Norman Foster Foundation



NEIGHBOURHOOD
SATISFIED
VERY SATISFIED2/3 
IMPROVED
PUBLIC SPACE1/3 
BOMB SHELTERS
REQUESTED1/3 
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80%
HOUSING

CONCRETE
MULTI STOREY
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HOUSING
BETTER INSULATION
SOUND & THERMAL

75% OWNER OCCUPIED

25% SATISFIED
50% 
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LACATON & VASSAL. Transformation of 530 Households. Bordeaux, France. 2017 Phillipe Ruault.
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LACATON & VASSAL. Transformation of 530 Households. Bordeaux, France. 2017 Phillipe Ruault.
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Recycling rubble to reuse materials Promote local jobsRepurpose local industry

Modular prefabricated construction materials Lively & energy efficient neighbourhoodsUpgrade & retrofit housing
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UKRAINE’S ELECTRICITY GENERATION MIX

Norman Foster Foundation

DRAFT FOR REVIEW

UKRAINE’S ELECTRICITY 
GENERATION MIX

Source: International Energy Agency, 2019 Source: International Energy Agency, 2018

UKRAINE’S ENERGY 
CONSUMPTION MIX

Coal - 23.2% Gas - 28%

Nuclear - 55.5% Coal - 30%

Hydro - 6.8% Nuclear - 24%

Gas - 6.3% Oil - 12%

Solar - 3.8% Renewables - 6%

Wind - 2.9% Other - 1.5%

Other - 1.5%

Norman Foster Foundation



EFFEKT. Regen Villages. Almere, The Netherlands. 2016.Ultra Safe Nuclear Corporation Power 
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COMBINED BENEFITS:

SCIENCE NEIGHBOURHOOD

SCIENCE PARK
INNOVATION
ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT

MODERN WORKSPACES

NEIGHBOURHOOD
DENSE MIXED USES
PUBLIC TRANSPORTATION
URBAN SYNERGIES

Norman Foster Foundation
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SITE 1 - AIRCRAFT FACTORY SITE 3 - BARABASHOVA MARKETSITE 2 - INDUSTRIAL GREENFIELD

- FLEXIBILITY TO GROW
- CLOSE TO CITY CENTRE
- STATE-OWNED AND STRATEGIC
- NO METRO STATION

- AVAILABLE LAND
- FLEXIBILITY TO GROW
- CLOSE TO METRO STATION
- PROXIMITY TO RIVER AND NATURE

- AVAILABLE LAND
- VERY GENEROUS PLOT
- NO METRO STATION
- NO FLEXIBILITY TO GROW

Norman Foster Foundation
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COMPACT MARKET

HOUSING
UNIVERSITIES
MODERN WORKSPACES

RESEARCH LABS

NEW PARK
PUBLIC TRANSPORT

EMERGENCY SHELTERS

SHOPS CAFES 
RESTAURANTS

Norman Foster Foundation



MIT CityScope, City Science Team, MIT Media Lab
Norman Foster Foundation

A LOCAL AND INTERNATIONAL COLLABORATION



SCIENCE NEIGHBOURHOOD

Norman Foster FoundationNorman Foster Foundation

A LOCAL AND INTERNATIONAL TALENT MAGNET
POSITION KHARKIV IN THE FRONTLINE OF INNOVATION, TECHNOLOGY AND URBANISM



3. FOLLOWING STEPS
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Concept Master Plan
(Locals and internationals)

(Locals)

Monitoring (Ukrainian Legislation)

Legal Master Plan
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Concept Master Plan
(Locals and internationals)
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5 PILOT 
PROJECTS

5 CITY-WIDE 
STRATEGIES
TRANSPORT
ENERGY
WATER
NATURE
ECONOMY

HERITAGE
RIVERS
INDUSTRY
HOUSING
SCIENCE
NEIGHBOURHOOD
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Rivers:

Heritage:

Phase 1 Phase 2 Phase 3 Phase 4
Subject to funding:

Housing:

Energy:

Industry:
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Water:

Science Neighbourhood:

Nature:

Transport:

Economy:

Stakeholder Engagement, 
Coordination, Communication:
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Thank you
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